


People are just as extraordinary as they believe themselves to be. On this
premise, I founded CUREASURE in 2022, with the aim to improve the quality of life
of the citizens by providing high-quality services that exceed industry standards.
Having a glimpse of the ongoing situation predominantly, found ample of families
who are economically sound but do not have proper manpower decorously. So
taking the ball game in mind, have come up with the thought to give medical
caregiving services to the nation which will help society immensely in a long run.
CUREASURE is a startup with an objective to address the medical need of the
people covering all sections of people both in rural and metros. The subsequent
years have been a roller-coaster of highs and lows, success and failures. I feel
blessed to be able to contribute to this concept and shape this exciting new era
in India.

Welcome To CureasureWelcome To Cureasure
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Mission
Cureasure mission is to improve the quality of life of our
clients by providing high-quality services that exceed
industry standards. It will also empower home care
providers to deliver superior care. It doesn’t add a lot of
fluff, but more so, emphasizes who we help and what we
help with.
.
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Doctors diagnose, nurses heal, and
caregivers make sense of it all.” — Brett
H. Lewis

Cureasure is to foster a deep understanding throughout our platform and in the
communities we serve that what we do is “big.” We envision a platform where people are
changed by the gratification and humility that come when truly connecting with and
caring for people during their most vulnerable times of need. This deep understanding
will keep us grounded and engender the desire for excellence that we seek in each and
every decision we make and interaction we have. 

vission



Papia 
Chakraborty 

FOUNDER/MD/CEO

Based at Guwahati, assam 
10+years of experience into Corporate
Segment b2b as well b2c. Well versed
in Client Interaction with an extensive
knowledge of Graphic Designing.

One Stop Terminus For All Your Medical Needs
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NURSE
We will provide qualified nurses and trained

attendants who will look after your loved one to

suit your medical condition. Our nurses have

years of experience in their jobs, ranging from

managing medical equipment, supervising and

handling medical equipment. 
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DOCTOR ON CALL

We will provide Doctor on call

facilities for our patients from PAN

India right from the comfort of their

couch.
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We will deliver medicine at
customers doorstep at their
convenience.

Medicine at Doorstep

Ambulance
In the critical moment , we will provide
ambulance to patients doorstep for helping
them to reach the hospital on time thus
saving ones life.
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Caregiver 
The trained caregiver who is a
human link between a person and
medical help, when near and dear
ones are absent - is the core of our
offering' 

Diagonistic

Medical Equipment
Hospital bed on demand

We will provide In-house
diagnostic facilities to our
customer.

We wil l  Sell/Rent medical
equipment's to customers
doorstep at their convenience.

Bed management is the ability for a healthcare
facility or system to have real-time operational
awareness of the status of all of its available . In
such scenario we can make avail bed for
customer On-demand.
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1. Any medical emergency occurs who will take care if the
person is alone at home.
2. Person stucked with his work and have his patient in
hospital unable to cope with the time.
3. Woman is pregnant; families stay out of station. Husband
wants to be there but unable to cope with the daily busy
schedule.
4. Need ambulance on an immediate basis. 
5. Need any medicine on any immediate basis.
6. Need bed in an hospital on any immediate basis

PROBLEMS SOLUTIONS

We are providing Nurse service on demand
We are providing professional caregiver
service on demand from source to destination.
We are providing doctor at home on emergency 
We are providing 24/7 service at patient
doorstep
We are committed to care for patient
We will provide bed for the patient on any
immediate basis.



COMPETITORS USP

Practo

Care On Call

Hoxom Healthcare

Nightingale home healthcare

We can provide hospital bed on demand
with an immediate basis as per customer
requirement across India. 

We will be showing the waiting list for
the upcoming number or the on going
number in sequence so that, the patient
can be aware of there position for the
doctor consultation service.



Investment &
Expenditure
Break up (

Projection for 5
years)

   

Sl Particulars Activity Total Amount (Rs)

1
Web Portal &
Maintenance

Website portal
for 5 years

900000

2
Marketing,

Promotion/Adv
ertisement

Banner,
Channel,
Hoarding

300000

3
Digital

Marketing

SEO,FB,Google,
Intsa,Content
Writer, local

media

500000

4
Office Premises

Rent
5 Years

projection
120000

5
Employee/Staff

Salary
3 Years

projection
1720000

6 Electricity 12 months 940000

8
Misc (

Stationary,Disp
atch,Brochure)

12 months 50000

9
Monthing

Recurring Cost
6 Months 600000

   5130000

Revenue Model For 5 Years
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Cureasure Business ModelCureasure Business ModelCureasure Business Model
is APP and WEB based.is APP and WEB based.is APP and WEB based.BUSINESS MODELBUSINESS MODELBUSINESS MODEL
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Contact Us

cureasure.com
support@cureasure.com

RX Cureasure Healthy Elite
(OPC) PVT LTd, 503, ORION
TOWERS, G.S. ROAD Guwahati,
Assam, India 781005.
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